New interior crane-driver lifting equipment

New interior crane-driver lifting equipment for Potain mast sections, compatible with all K mast sections

Characteristics:

• Mast sections prefitted at the factory.
• Option to retrofit the existing mast sections to change these into Cab-IN mast sections: contact us.
• Hoisting speed up to 24 m/min.
• Load capacity: 200 kg/2 person.
• Cable winder: 60 m standard height of ascent and up to 150 m as an option.
• Development in collaboration with the company GEDA.

Advantages:

• Installation of the crane-driver lifting equipment is carried out at the same time as the crane and alongside the access ladders.
• No extra transport and storage costs as the Cab-IN stays permanently in the masts.

Optimal management of the mast section fleet, compatible with:

• All K mast sections (1.6 m, 2 m and 2.45 m) with new and old access.
• All current mast section bases (fixing angles, chassis and cross-shaped bases).

Safety:

• Arrival/departure platforms enclosure.
• Upper and lower sensors on the lift cab for safety when in use.
• 360° visibility from the crane-driver lifting equipment interior for inspecting the mast sections.
• Drive unit maintenance from the inside of the crane-driver lifting equipment.